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Rates Spark: Contained contagion risk
puts hikes back on the table
Contained contagion risk would allow the European Central Bank to
resume its hawkish forward guidance. Things are more complicated
for the Fed as hikes are seen as a key part of regional banks’ problems

The path for higher Fed rates in the US gets more complicated
After a wobbly start, it seems markets have reacted positively to the measures taken over the
weekend to shore up financial markets from further contagion. In the US, there is a growing
consensus that regional banks’ vagaries will result in a degree of credit tightening for the economy
but, were market conditions to remain calm until the Fed meeting concluding tomorrow, we would
expect the Fed to still be in a position to hike 25bp. This is a big if, however, and the strength and
speed of the market reaction to Silicon Valley Bank’s demise is an important warning that
contagion risk is real. In that regard, potential plans to extend FDIC protection to deposits above
$250,000, as reported by Bloomberg, would help prevent further runs.

Regional banks’ vagaries will result in a degree of credit
tightening for the economy

https://think.ing.com/articles/fed-to-hike-25bp-should-conditions-allow/
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One of the problems is that the Fed will struggle to escape the perception that further hikes would
make regional banks’ funding position more difficult, and that cuts would help them. And this is
without talking about the unrealised losses on their bond holdings. We fully expect the Fed to draw
the distinction between monetary policy and financial stability but whether that distinction holds
depends on the amount of stress the system is under. Above a certain level of stress, the system
takes precedence, as the preventive extension of dollar swap lines with foreign central banks has
shown.

Less contagion risk would put hikes back into yield curves - and
flatten them

Source: Refinitiv, ING

Systemic risk indicators at manageable levels vindicate ECB
hikes
In the event, these lines were barely used, which is good news. This suggests that dollar funding
conditions for foreign institutions in the jurisdictions covered by the agreement (the European
Central Bank and Bank of England are key participants) are not challenging. We draw a similar
conclusion looking at other indicators of wholesale money market funding for banks, for example
the fact that FRA-OIS spreads did not make new highs after last week’s spike. Taken together, they
suggest contagion risk is still at a manageable level, although this does not preclude an increase in
funding and capital cost for banks, and so the economy.

Absent market volatility, the ECB would have guided markets
towards higher rates

If this remained the case, the perception would be that the ECB in particular will be emboldened to
continue its hiking cycle. Many officials came out of the woodwork to reinforce President Christine
Lagarde’s message that future decisions will depend on data, including the effect of banking stress
on the economy. They could not help adding, and Lagarde added to the chorus that, absent
market volatility, the ECB would have guided markets towards higher rates. In light of this
message, a few more days of calm would in our view be enough for markets to price back ECB
hikes into the curve. We continue to see euro rates as less liable to drop, and so think a further
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narrowing of USD-EUR rates differentials is in the cards.

Doubts about the Fed's path have brought impaired trading
conditions for Treasuries

Source: Refinitiv, ING

Today’s events and market view
Bond supply today takes the form of 30Y UK gilts, alongside auctions from Germany (5Y)
and Finland (5Y/13Y).

The main economic data releases from Europe will be the Zew survey, and construction
output. The former might be an opportunity to get an early read on how recent financial
market fears have impacted expectations.

US data are mostly housing-related with existing home sales and house prices the
highlights.

Rates direction depends more than ever on market sentiment towards banks. The
aggressive response by regulators and public authorities in the US and in Switzerland is a
reason for optimism. Much hinges on the perception of contagion risk. After the Credit
Suisse takeover, one positive is that markets have no ‘next domino’ to focus on. This should
allow hikes to be priced out on the yield curve, and bear-flatten them as a result.
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